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All types of fibre supplied on an overnight delivery service direct to your site.






















































With the FiberLert™ Live Fiber Detector, .
Detects active fiber signals for testing ports, cables and polarity.
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Time for a change to fibre.
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[image: Fibre Network Supplies]



Fibre Network Supplies









[image: Fibre Cable Supplied]



Fibre Cable Supplied

All types of fibre supplied on an overnight delivery service direct to your site.
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Patch Panel









[image: Tight Buffered Fibre Cable]



Tight Buffered Fibre Cable









[image: SC/APC Pigtails]



SC/APC Pigtails









[image: Fluke FiberLert]



Fluke FiberLert


With the FiberLert™ Live Fiber Detector, .
Detects active fiber signals for testing ports, cables and polarity.
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Bluk Cable Supplies
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Mini Smart OTDR Products











[image: ALK-3000A Mini OTDR]



ALK-3000A Mini OTDR











[image: Eloik ALK-88]



Eloik ALK-88











[image: Connectors & Adaptors]



Connectors & Adaptors
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Cleavers











[image: Zettonics Modular]



Zettonics Modular











[image: FiberRoad Splice Tray System]



FiberRoad Splice Tray System
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Launch Cables
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IP Fibre Boxes




















	





Update: 2-4-024
We have stock of Fibre Patch Leads, Splitters and Connectors. We also are be able to supply Bulk Fibre cable, please call for latest update on stock.
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New Fully Automatic Fibre Cleaver.
(limited stock)



In stock a range of Eloik Fusion Splicers and cleavers.
With the $-£ conversion rate as good as it been for a few years we have been able to drop the prices on Eloik Fusion Splicers.




Hand-held Core Alignment Fusion Splicer £1098.50 +vat.
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Fibre Optic Connector Insert Keystone SC 
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The RF optical link system has been designed to allow one satellite polarity with FM,DAB and DTT to be distributed over single fibre.
Global DDT Optical Transmitters used with the Passive 2 or 3 way RF output Receivers (47 - 1000 MHz) can give you a very cost effective system for DDT distribution in a Caravan or Lodge Park.
Global TX ( £37.10) and RX 2 way (£16.00) in stock.
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Take a look at our new products. Just click
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Clamp-on Power Meter, direction of flow.

______________________
Optical Multi-meter (OPM+ VFL+RJ45 Cable Testers).
New ALK-305-B1 in stock.
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____________________
New Product line:-  1550nm 1U Rack 4 port*17/18/19/20/22/23dbm CATV EDFA WDM Optical Fibre Amplifier SC/APC,SC/UPC English Firmware.
4 x 20db no WDM from £1268.00 phone for details.
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FWDM Filter TX1550 /RX 1310 / 1490 + 1550um SC/APC




[image: FWDM Module GPON + Optical 1550 RF]
Works with Global, Televes, & Ubiquiti GPON Systems.


            2 or 3-Way Mini FTTH UHF Passive Optical ReceiverNo power supply required. Caravan Parks or flats requiring TV only service. A very cost effective option for TV only service if used with a RF Optical Link DTT Transmitter. 
Works with all optical systems. 
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Eloik 3000A Mini OTDR
Test your installation, Cable breaks & System losses.
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 Here's a do-it-yourself FOA Guide To Fibre Optic Colour Codes card. Just download the PDF file, print it on a colour printer and fold it up as shown. Then you have your own pocket guide to colour codes. Make a bunch for your co-workers too.




 

Fibre Optic Relocation & Repair Service.
Fibre optic cable can be relocated as infrastructure changes take place. We can also offer fibre optic repair service should cables get damaged. In addition to this, we can inspect, clean and test optical cable systems
 
. As Satellite moves into a new era with fibre optics we have put together some high quality products at completive prices , some of the products you will require to be able to install, service and fault find.
 
Since 1985 we have helped solve the 3 I's (Interconnection, Interface and Installation) of signal management in the Broadcast and Communication industries and have grown consistently to become the engineer's acknowledged service leader across those sectors.
We provide a punctual and reliable service and can install and repair any kind of television aerial and Satellite System. Our professional team are committed to providing the highest standards of workmanship. 

Satsearch is a well-established business with many years of experience in the TV / Video, satellite & data industry. Our company has a great reputation for affordable and reliable services.
A lot of our work comes through recommendations and we pride ourselves on our high quality of work. 

Some of our services include: 
- Fibre, Satellite, DDT, DAB & IRS
- Digital Television, DAB aerial installing 
- Home Network Systems (Video & Audio over CAT5), Fibre
- Satellite and Digital TV Communal aerial Systems 
- Satellite Internet services
And many .more 

You can contact Satsearch today on 01252 560832 Our services are available all across Surrey, Hampshire and most of the South of England. If you have a problem just give us a ring.
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FC Range Adaptors









LC Range Adaptors









SC Range Adaptors












Fibre Patch Panels









Patchleads / Pigtails









Tools / Consumables












Wall mounted boxes









Mini sockets









IP Fibre Boxes









Fibre Patch Boxes


















See you at our stand at the Evolving Connectivity 2024, 21st March 2024.  
National Motorcycle Museum, Birmingham











 Mobile mode



To create online store ShopFactory eCommerce software was used.




	 Home 
	 Desktop mode Mobile mode
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